
 The Challenge
Small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) often struggle 
to maintain oversight over their digital assets, particularly 
on platforms like Microsoft 365, where employees are 
empowered to create content and share it internally 
and externally. This can result in risks that are difficult to 
detect and may only come to light after a breach.

To address this issue, Ian Bennett, CEO & Digital 
Workplace Consultant at Custom365, used to build 
his own security reports using PowerShell scripts, 
pulling information on workspaces and associated 
permissions in a CSV file. However, this approach was 
time-consuming and difficult to translate for business 
owners, and he wondered if there was an easier way.

 The AvePoint Solution
When Ian learned about AvePoint Policies & AvePoint 
Insights, he found that it was a game-changer for 
Custom365, providing massive time savings by 
automating what used to take 100 hours of manual 
work a month with CSV files. Policies & Insights enable 
managed service providers to seamlessly manage 
risks in their clients’ Microsoft 365 environments. With 
actionable security dashboards, MSPs have a single-
pane-of-glass to monitor risk and access controls, 
track exposures and policy violations, and aggregate 
sensitivity and activity data to prioritize critical issues 
for action and remediate risk in bulk. 

 Success Highlights
• Saved 100 hours in manual security 

reporting a month 

• Single-pane-of-glass, tenant-wide risk 
management 

• Identified 35,000 anonymous sharing 
links in a single client’s environment

• Securely empower clients with visibility 
and control of their Microsoft 365 
environments 

 Customer Profile
Custom365 helps small and medium-sized 
businesses drive digital transformation with 
Microsoft 365 and other modern solutions. 
Specializing in Microsoft Teams, SharePoint, 
and Power Platform, Custom365 helps 
clients utilize technology in the areas they 
struggle most to drive business efficiency, 
re-engineer processes, and deliver quality 
solutions that make technology work 
smarter. 

MSP Custom365 Transforms its Risk 
Management Practice with AvePoint 

Customer Location
Auckland, New Zealand

Industry
Information Technology 

Platform
Microsoft 365 

Critical Needs
• Security scans for customers’                       

Microsoft 365 environments 

• User-friendly, visually appealing security 
dashboard   

• Frictionless pre-sale trial experience

• Affordable, scalable solution for SMB clients

Solution
• AvePoint Policies & Insights



Custom365 has found Policies & Insights to be 
invaluable in identifying risks in their clients’ 
environments. In fact, every time they run a scan in 
a client’s environment, Custom365 finds some risk 
that needs to be remediated, whether shadow users, 
Teams sprawl, or – in the case of one client – over 
35,000 anonymous shared links in a single Microsoft 
365 tenant.

In one instance, the products helped Custom365 
discover that a former employee of one of their 
customers had been stealing business information. 
This individual had shared all his business files to his 
personal email account after being dismissed and 
continued to access the content even though he were 
terminated from the job. 

With AvePoint, Custom365 was not only able to 
uncover this but also prove the employee was 
accessing information after termination. Ian says, 
“This is why guest user management is so important. 
If they had been using Policies & Insights before this 
incident occurred, they would have been able to catch 
it in real-time, at the point when data was shared 
externally, instead of only discovering it after the 
damage was done.”

A major advantage of Policies & Insights is that 
Custom365’s clients can see and use it, unlike most 
other managed services that are often “behind 
the scenes” and not visible to clients. Ian trains 
champions from his clients’ organizations how to 
use Policies & Insights themselves to manage guest 
users, shadow users, orphaned Teams, and other 
exposures. The best part is, “These users don’t need 
to be global admins, so they can’t make changes that 
will affect the infrastructure of the environment.”

Ian believes that the true benefit of Policies & 
Insights lies in its ability to open doors for Custom365 
with potential new clients. It serves as a valuable 
conversation starter during meetings with business 
owners who may not have considered the risks 
associated with using SharePoint and Teams without 
visibility. “When we use Policies & Insights to identify 
risks and suggest solutions,” he explains, “it generates 
new business opportunities with every conversation.”

In addition to providing valuable services to their 
clients, Custom365 has formed a successful 
partnership with AvePoint, citing the trust they have 
in AvePoint solutions, the easy and predictable 
cost model, and the ease of purchasing through a 
distributor. “The AvePoint team is great to work with, 
really forward-thinking and progressive in the space, 
and reliable when it comes to my customer data.” 

 The Bottom Line
Ian sums up the value of Policies & Insights, saying, 
“Policies & Insights has transformed our risk 
management practices, allowing us to discover 
surprising and immediately actionable risks every 
time we run it - from anonymous sharing links to 
shadow users. With the solution, we have been able 
to identify and mitigate risks faster, providing our 
clients with peace of mind knowing that their digital 
assets are secure.”

For MSPs using Policies & Insights for the first time, 
Ian recommends running it in-house first. “Learn 
your own exposures and risk so you have a better 
understanding of how to communicate with clients. 
Then you’ll have a story to share with customers and 
that, paired with a quick trial of Policies & Insights, 
should be an easy sell for clients.” 
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   Policies & Insights has transformed our risk management practices, allowing us to discover surprising 
and immediately actionable risks every time we run it - from anonymous sharing links to shadow users. 
With the solution, we have been able to identify and mitigate risks faster, providing our clients with 
peace of mind knowing that their digital assets are secure. 
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